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Welcome aboard! 
 
We are happy you have chosen “AURORA” for your vacation and positive you will enjoy cruising the 
enchanted islands of the Pacific Northwest.   The stunning geography, birdlife, and incomparable marine life 
make this one of the premier vacation destinations in the world. 
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We trust this manual will help you become familiar with the boat.  AURORA is a vessel with systems 
designed to make life easier, but this comes with some complexity.   This manual cannot answer every 
question or nuance about every system aboard.   It is designed to help someone who has basic familiarity 
with boats and common marine systems to understand how to use the systems you are likely to need. 
 
If you have questions about the boat or about places to visit, please do not hesitate to ask the AYC staff. 
 
We invite you to share our dream and realize the breathtaking beauty of the Pacific Northwest and the 
Salish Sea… 
 

Enjoy!  
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BOAT OPERATION 
 

Engine Inspection 

AURORA’s engine room is a well-lit walk-in stand-up engine room.   Checking the engines is not difficult nor 
time-consuming. 
 

 
(AURORA’s stand-up engine room looking forward from the companion way) 

 
AURORA has twin Caterpillar 3196TA 660HP Turbocharged/Aftercooled E-Rated Engines with counter-
rotating screws. 
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GETTING STARTED 

WOBBS 

Remember your “WOBBS” every morning:  Water (Coolant), Oil, Bilges (Inspect and Pump-out), Belts and 
Sea Strainer. 
 
WATER Check the COOLANT level in the coolant overflow reservoirs; you should see the red coolant about 

1” above the “COLD FULL” mark on the coolant overflow reservoirs, which are located outboard 
and aft of both engines.   CAUTION, do not remove the pressure-cap to the expansion tank when 
the engines are hot!     If you need to add coolant, do so only when the engines are cold and fill at 
the expansion tanks on the forward end of each engine. 

 
Coolant can be found in 1-gallon bottles in the aft section of the walkway between the engines.   
Note: these engines require a 50/50 mix of the red coolant.   There should be both a bottle of 50/50 
and a bottle of the concentrate aboard. 

 
OIL Engines.   Check the oil level on both engines.   AURORA’s engines do not burn much oil so these 

levels should remain fairly constant.   The level should be in the middle but not over the top of the 
tic-marks on each dipstick (Note the Starboard Engine dipstick has 2 marks – reference the lower 
mark).   Please use a paper towel or oil rag, not the dish towels to wipe-off the dipstick!   DO NOT 
OVERFILL OIL!   Don’t add oil unless the oil level is at or below the bottom tic-mark on the dipstick.   
Conversely, only add oil (DELO 400 Multigrade SAE 15W-40) to bring the oil to the tic-mark on the 
dipstick. 

 
Transmissions.   Check the oil on both transmissions   AURORA’s transmissions burn no oil.   If you 
experience severely low oil, the likelihood is that the heat exchanger has failed.   If so, DO NOT 
START that engine or you will pump oil into the water.    Check the Transmission oil levels with the 
engines running at idle and in neutral.   There is a set of ear-muffs immediately to starboard of the 
engine room companion way – put these on to protect your hearing. 
 
An unreliable method of checking the transmission oil levels is to do it cold with the engines OFF.   
The oil level will need to be ¾” above the “Fill” tic on the dipstick. 
 
If you need to add oil, only use (Delo 100 SAE 30) 
 
Oils can be found aft of the starboard fuel tank or in a box in front of the House Main Battery Bank, 
just aft of the engines. 

  
BILGES AURORA’s bilges should always be clean and dry. 
 
BELTS Check the general condition of all BELTS (missing teeth or cracks) and HOSES (checked, cracked, 

bulging/swollen, or kinked).   Many replacement belts and hoses can be found outboard at the 
forward end of the port engine. 

 
SEA STRAINER   These are located at the forward end of each engine.  Check the SEA STRAINER for debris 

(use a flashlight to shine through the bowl).   To clean them, close the THRU-HULL, spin the tops of 
the sea strainer off, pull and clean the basket, clean out the glass, put the basket back in, screw the 
top back on, and OPEN THE THRU-HULL (lever in line with the valve body). 
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And notice any leaks; leaks (coolant, water, diesel, oil, hydraulic fluid) are not good!   Look at the “sorbs” 
under the engines.   They should be clean and white.   If they aren’t, note where the leak is and take the 
appropriate precautionary actions. 

 
(Port Engine) 

 

 
(Starboard Engin 

Oil Dipstick 

Oil Fill 

Oil Fill 

Oil Dipstick 
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(Port Transmission) 

 
(Starboard Transmission) 

Transmission Oil Dipstick 

Transmission Oil Dipstick 

Transmission Oil Fill 

Transmission Oil Fill 
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Engine Start-Up 

1. Before starting the engines, do your WOBBS inspection – EVERY TIME! 
2. The engines should be started from the lower helm station. 
3. Ensure Controls are in ‘neutral’, or the engines cannot be started because of the “neutral lockout”. 
4. Insert both keys into the IGNITION SWITCHES. 
5. START the port engine first, let idle for 30 seconds and then start the starboard engine. 

a. Turn the port engine key clockwise partially until the ENGINE ALARM sounds.   Press the 
CTRL button on the Mathers Controls, then wait 5 seconds and start the engine by turning 
the key fully clockwise and holding it until the engines start.  Repeat for the Starboard 
engine. 

 
Note: AURORA’s big CAT engines should start easily on the first try.   If the engine cranks 
slowly or fails to turn over, check the condition of the battery on the ELECTRICAL PANEL 

.   

 
(Main Battery Switches.   Note: There is no BATTERY PARALLEL SWITCH.) 

 
These CAT engines are electronically controlled.   They will smoke for about 1 second on startup and then 
clean-up.  
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Navigation Systems and Controls 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
When underway, the GAUGES should read as follows at 1200rpm: 

Gauge & Gauge No. Port Starboard 

GA-1  Engine Water Temp (C) 41 37 

GA-2  Engine Oil Pressure 192 188 

GA-3  Trans Oil Pressure 249 255 

GA-4  Trans Oil Temp (F) 104 100 

Fuel   Gallons Per Hour 5 6 

% Load 39 41 

 
To get to these readings, note the Caterpillar Digital Displays and the “SCROLL” toggle next to them.   
Hold the SCROLL toggle down and the gauges will display in sequence. 
 
Additionally, there are green dots placed on the analog gauges for normal operations. 
 
If you hear an alarm, SHUTDOWN the affected engine immediately. 

 

Furuno GPS Compass NAV Computer Display 

Autopilot 

Mathers Micro Commander 

Rudder Angle Indicator 

Simrad MFD (GPS/Chartplotter) 

VHF/GPS 

Furnace Control (ON/OFF) 
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  (Port and Starboard Pilothouse displays – note green dots on the gauges denoting normal operations) 

Running the Engines 

After the engines have been run up to temperature for a few hours you should “run them hard” for 20 
minutes at 2000 rpm.   Believe it or not, doing this helps the engines, makes them run cleaner, and makes 
them run more efficiently. 

Shut-Down 

Before shutting down, allow the engines ‘idle’ for about 5 minutes to cool them gradually and uniformly.    
Usually, this can be accomplished as you enter the marina and head for your slip.   The time engaged in 
preparing to dock the boat is usually sufficient.  Ensure each engine control is in the “neutral” position Turn 
off engines by depressing and holding the STOP buttons next to the keys then turn the keys to the off 
position. 

Getting Underway 

Disconnect Shore Power 

 Turn the rotary “AC Source Selector” switch to “OFF”.   This switch can be found on the main 
electrical panel to port of the pilothouse helm station. 

 Turn on the “CableMaster” breaker on the Engine Battery Bank panel on the mail electrical panel to 
port of the pilothouse helm station. 

 Turn off the dockside breaker 

 Disconnect the shore power cord at the dockside receptacle. 

 At the CableMaster inlet on the outboard aft starboard quarter of the boat, there is a 3-position 
switch (up is OUT, middle is OFF, down is IN).     Move the switch to the down position.    MAKE 
SURE THE CABLE DOES NOT GO IN THE WATER!!!.    The CableMaster will turn off when the shore 
power cord is fully retracted.   Move the switch to the middle position; close and latch the door. 

 Turn-OFF the CableMaster breaker on the Engine Battery Bank panel on the mail electrical panel to 
port of the pilothouse helm station.  

 
Close the PORTHOLES, WINDOWS, and FORWARD HATCH. 
 

Analog 
Gauges 

Digital 
Gauges 
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Turn “ON” all navigation electronics: 

 24-V Panel: 
o Electronics Master 
o Defrosters (if needed) 
o Windshield Wipers (if needed) 

 12-V Panel 
o Searchlight (currently inoperable) 
o Ship’s Horn 
o Trim Tabs 
o Navigation Lights (if needed) 
o Stabilizers 

 Engine Battery Bank 
o Thrusters 

 Electronics Panel: 
o Electronics Toggle “On” 
o Turn “ON” appropriate instruments and gauges 

 Inverter Bus Panel 
o Computer System (optional) 

 Turn “ON” the screen 
 If the computer doesn’t boot-up within 15 seconds, toggle the breaker to the 

starboard side of the pilothouse instrument cluster off and on (once – do not do 
this more than once). 

 On the screen should be the standard MS Windows boot screen.   When it finishes 
booting-up the main screen has an icon for “Coastal Explorer”.  Double-click on that 
icon. 

 
ASSIGN crew members their various positions. 
 
Once outside the marina, idle the engines while crew brings in fenders and lines.   Do not exceed 1,200 
RPM until the engines have fully warmed-up; the temperature gauge should be at the green dots for both 
engines. 

Cruising 

All close quarters maneuvering may take place from either helm station depending upon your skill, 
situation, crew, and communications.    Communication is critically important.   Nothing bespeaks great 
seamanship like a crew quietly and competently maneuvering the boat and handling the lines while 
docking.   No yelling, shouting, or panic; just calm control. 
 
Personally, I always perform close quarters maneuvering from the Pilothouse helm with the Pilothouse 
door open and both starboard windows open to facilitate communications and allow me quick access to 
the port midship dock lines as appropriate.   I also have the “backup” camera display on the MFD at the 
pilothouse helm station – handy if you are backing into the slip. 
 
Note: the CableMaster door is on the STARBOARD side so if you want shore power make sure you are 
docked starboard side-tie. 
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Docking 

During docking, use the Pilothouse helm for greater visibility to the stern.  Have your crew make ready the 
lines and fenders in advance and give clear instructions on how you will be docking.   Often times your crew 
will need to step off from the swim step with the stern line.   DO NOT JUMP OFF THE SIDE DECKS OF THE 
BOAT – THAT’S A GOOD WAY TO GET INJURED.   Another crew member will need to be at the bow or mid-
ships to hand over the next lines. 
 
Rock TRIM TAB switches to the ‘bow up’ position (8 to 10 seconds) to make slow-speed backing and turning 
easier.  While moving slowly to the dock or mooring location, center the WHEEL (e.g. rudders straight) and 
use only the engine controls to maneuver the boat. 
 
A word of experienced advice…   Use one of the longer white-gold dock lines amidships.   Make it fast to the 
boat’s midship cleat.   When you come alongside a pier, slip, or dock you can lasso the dock cleat and then 
make fast the bitter end to the midship cleat (so you essentially have a loop).   Now the helmsperson can 
take their time as you have the boat under control.   Power forward slowly and the boat will move forward 
and sideways towards the dock or you can accomplish the same maneuver in reverse. 

Fueling Up 

OPEN FILLER CAP(S) located on the port or starboard side decks.   Note that these filler caps do require a 
DECK FITTING KEY.   Both tanks are interconnected but the crossover is slow.   So you will need to fill both 
fuel tanks.   Be very careful as the chain securing the caps to the boat often break – do not lose one of these 
caps overboard, they are expensive to replace and we don’t want any water in our diesel. 
 

 
 
MAKE SURE YOU HAVE THE RIGHT FUEL!    
 
DIESEL! DIESEL! DIESEL!   
 
MAKE SURE IT IS GOING INTO THE RIGHT DECK FILL!   DIESEL! DIESEL! DIESEL!   
 

Water Fill 

Diesel Fill 
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DOUBLE-CHECK! 

 

 
 
Before pumping, have an oil/fuel sorbs handy to soak up spilled fuel.  You should have a rough idea of the 
number of gallons of DIESEL you will need by indicator or the sight glasses located on the forward end of 
each fuel tank in the engine room; it is roughly 10 gallons per inch on the sight glasses.  Also, periodically 
have someone look at the sight glasses to see your progress.   Note that you will have to open the ball-
valves at the top & bottom of the sight glasses to allow the fuel level to be accurately read.   When full, the 
fuel level in the sight gauges should be slightly above the top of the metal indicator gauges.  Watch both 
sight gauges in the engine room as both tanks will fill while fueling from either deck fill. 
 
Place the DIESEL nozzle (the filer necks are sized for “high-speed” pumps) into the tank opening, pump 
slowly and evenly, and note the sound of the fuel flow.  Pumping too fast may not allow enough time for air 
to escape, which may result in spouting from the tank opening.  As the tank fills, the sound will rise in pitch 
or gurgle; the sound may indicate that the tank is nearly full.  Pay attention to the TANK OVERFLOW VENT 

on the outside of the hull near the fuel fill opening.  Pay attention to the sight glasses; do not over fill.   Top 
off carefully, and be prepared to catch spilled fuel. Spillage may result in a nasty fine from law enforcement.  
 
 Replace each tank cap.  Turn on blower before starting engines. Caution -- Clean up splatter and spillage 
immediately for environmental and health reasons.  Wash hands with soap and water thoroughly.   Also, 
note that diesel on fiberglass when mixed with salt water can be extremely slippery. 
 
Fill both DIESEL fuel tanks FULL, but do not overfill. 
 

  

Holding Tank Deck Outlet (Fwd & 
Aft) 

Water Fill 

Diesel Fill 
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PROPULSION CONTROLS 

Mathers Micro-Commander Electronic Controls 

 

 
These controls are effortless to use, almost too effortless.   Sometimes it is difficult to tell if you are in 
neutral or not.   Be patient and feel the detents on the levers.   Do not fling them around.   On AURORA, a 
little goes a long way.    When you put the boat in forward, it will lurch forward and do 7kts at idle.    Be 
prepared, warn your crew.   You may want to ease out engaging one engine at a time. 
 
These controls are Reverse, Neutral, Forward; one lever per engine/transmission.   You can only shift from 
Forward to Reverse by passing through Neutral.   Do not “fling” the controls from Forward to Reverse or 
you will damage things. 
 
If you want to shift control to the other station (flybridge or pilothouse), shift both engine into Neutral.   
Toggle the dashboard switch “F/B HELM / LOWER HELM” to the station you want.   Move to the other 
station and hit the CTRL button on the lever control box.   In the pilothouse helm the button is on top of the 
lever control box.   On the flybridge helm it is on the bottom of the lever control box. 
 
The Mathers controls also have a built-in Synchronizer.   If you want to make use of this function, in the 
pilothouse, place the Mathers Controls in Neutral.   push the dashboard toggle switch labeled “PORT / STBD 
to the lever you want to control the throttle for both engines.   Push both throttles into gear.   Now push 
the 1 lever that controls speed for both engines forward to the speed you want. 
 

Mathers Micro Commander 

“CTRL” Button 

“F/B Helm / Lower Helm” Switch 

“Port/STBD” Synchronization Switch 
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Cruising speed is a maximum of 2,000 RPMS.   If you run at 1,150 RPMS you will easily cruise at 10 knots 
and use only 10 gallons of diesel per hour; this is considered efficient cruising speed.   If you travel a bit 
slower, your fuel efficiency will increase.  Your speed will vary depending upon the weight, load, sea, 
current, and weather conditions.   At low speeds, the TRIM TABS do not have much effect.   If you want to 
run faster (up to 2000 rpm) the TRIM TABS can be put in the “bow down” position to provide for a better 
and more efficient ride (though still consuming more fuel than travelling at lower rpms). 

Bow and Stern Thruster 

 
There are controls in the pilothouse and on the flybridge.   These are meant to augment and help control 
the boat, allowing the bow or stern to move sideways.   Warning – this is a 58,000lbs boat, the Bow 
Thruster is fairly powerful, but the Stern Thruster is not – it will not have a large effect – do not count on it 
to move the boat significantly sideways against current or wind. 
 
To turn “ON” the Thruster, on the Thruster breaker on the “Engine Battery Bank on the mail electrical 
panel.   The Thrusters are now active (you can give them a nudge to verify).    The boat’s bow or stern will 
move in the direction you lean the lever.   When you are done, please turn the Thrusters off. 
 
These are electronic Thrusters.   They are not meant to run continuously.   Only run them for short periods 
of time (no more than 10 seconds with at least 10-15 seconds of rest between bursts). 
The Port engine charges the Stern Thruster battery bank.   If the Port engine is not running, the Stern 
Thruster will only run for about 30 seconds.   The starboard engine charges the Bow Thruster. 

Wesmar Stabilizers 

AURORA is equipped with Wesmar fin stabilizers with electronic controls to keep the vessel as level as 
possible in its “roll” axis while underway.  The system consists of fins which protrude from the vessel’s sides 
at approximately a 50-degree angle to the surface on each side of the boat with sufficient area to act as 
“ailerons” when they are tilted by the attached hydraulic cylinders, hydraulic pump, and actuator-control 
system. 
 
The stabilizer operation is controlled by a stabilizer operating console/control at the pilothouse helm, and 
by a remote “engage/standby” control at the flybridge helm.   
 
When the starboard engine is running, it powers a hydraulic pump that is gear-driven to run the system.  
Hydraulic oil is routed from an oil reservoir forward of the engine thru the pump, then into a manifold 
where its pressure is controlled and distributed to the two hydraulic control valves and actuators on each 

Thruster Controls 
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side of the vessel in the side bilges just ahead of the fuel tanks.  Here, depending upon the amount of vessel 
roll detected by an electronic “gyro”, the fins are tilted in opposite directions by an amount necessary to 
offset the rolling motion.  The control system, itself in addition to the gyro consists simply of a dedicated 
electronic box, also in the engine room on the forward bulkhead. 
 
Operation of the stabilizers is completely automatic when “engaged”.   At the pilothouse helm operating 
console there are only two controls:  

1. A push-button to toggle the system between the “engage” or standby mode, indicated by an LED 
on the console; 

2. A “Sensitivity” control to turn the unit’s power on/off and set the amount of stabilization desired 
from “1" - minimum to “10" - maximum; “5" is normal. 

 
NOTE: When you shift into neutral the stabilizers are reset to “Stand-by” mode.   You will need to re-
Engage them. 

 
The flybridge control is a “Mode” pushbutton and indicator that allows the operator to only operate the 
“Standby”/”Engage” toggle. 
 
The Fins only perform their “balancing act” when the vessel is underway and moving forward!  For this 
reason, they should be “OFF” or in the “Stand-by” mode when backing, drifting or moored.  This will avoid 
damage to the fins and/or actuators from the forces against them when the vessel is in reverse.  

Trimtabs 

Aurora has Bennett trimtabs to adjust the riding angle of the boat.   The controls are just below the 
Mathers Micro-Commander Controls. 
 
Note: make sure the trimtabs are in the “BOW UP” position before backing down.   If the trimtabs are down 
it will reduce maneuverability and could damage the trimtab mechanism. 
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BOAT ELECTRICAL 
There are 3 charging sources for Aurora’s electrical systems.   These are ShorePower, Genset, and Engine 
Alternators. 
 

ShorePower 

Aurora has a Glendenning CableMaster System for managing the connection from the boat to the shore 
(dock).   The input is 250V 50A.   There are multiple adapters aboard to accommodate 150V 50A, 150V 30A, 
and dual 150V 30A dockside supply.    These adapters are in a basket in the starboard lazarette.    There is 
also a 150V 30A connector on the boat, port, just forward of the pilothouse door. 
 
Connecting Shore Power 

 Turn the rotary “AC Source Selector” switch to “OFF”.   This switch can be found on the main 
electrical panel to port of the pilothouse helm station. 

 Turn on the “CableMaster” breaker on the Engine Battery Bank panel on the mail electrical panel to 
port of the pilothouse helm station. 

 Turn off the dockside breaker 

 Plug-in the shore power cord at the dockside receptacle. 

 Turn-on the dockside breaker 

 Turn the rotary “AC Source Selector” switch to “Shore”.   This switch can be found on the main 
electrical panel to port of the pilothouse helm station.  

 At the CableMaster inlet on the outboard aft starboard quarter of the boat, there is a 3-position 
switch (up is OUT, middle is OFF, down is IN).     Move the switch to the up position.    MAKE SURE 
THE CABLE DOES NOT GO IN THE WATER!!!.   Move the switch to the middle position when 
sufficient cable is payed-out.   I suggest tying off the shore power cable to keep it out of the water.   
There is a blue line on the aft station of the life line for this purpose. 

 Turn-OFF the CableMaster breaker on the Engine Battery Bank panel on the mail electrical panel to 
port of the pilothouse helm station.  

 
Disconnect Shore Power 

 Turn the rotary “AC Source Selector” switch to “OFF”.   This switch can be found on the main 
electrical panel to port of the pilothouse helm station. 

 Turn on the “CableMaster” breaker on the Engine Battery Bank panel on the mail electrical panel to 
port of the pilothouse helm station. 

 Turn off the dockside breaker 

 Disconnect the shore power cord at the dockside receptacle. 

 At the CableMaster inlet on the outboard aft starboard quarter of the boat, there is a 3-position 
switch (up is OUT, middle is OFF, down is IN).     Move the switch to the down position.    MAKE 
SURE THE CABLE DOES NOT GO IN THE WATER!!!.    The CableMaster will turn off when the shore 
power cord is fully retracted.   Move the switch to the middle position; close and latch the door. 

 Turn-OFF the CableMaster breaker on the Engine Battery Bank panel on the mail electrical panel to 
port of the pilothouse helm station.  

Genset 

Aurora is equipped with a Northern Lights 12kVA generator (genset).   This can be used when on the hook 
or when at the dock where there is insufficient shore power supply. 
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There are 3 sets of controls.   One set is on the main electrical panel, there is a set at the pilothouse helm 
station, and a 3rd set in the lazarette just above the genset itself. 
 
Starting the genset: 

 Turn the rotary “AC Source Selector” switch to “OFF” or “Shore”.   This switch can be found on the 
main electrical panel to port of the pilothouse helm station.  Hold down the “Preheat” switch for 
10-15 seconds. 

 While continuing to hold the “Preheat” switch, press or move the toggle switch to “Start” the 
genset.   Continue to hold until you hear the genset “catch” and run smoothly (3-5 seconds).   Then 
release both switches. 

 After letting the genset warm up for a minute, you may place a load on the genset by moving the 
rotary “AC Source Selector” switch to “Gen”.   This switch can be found on the main electrical panel 
to port of the pilothouse helm station. 

Stopping the genset: 

 Just reverse the procedure above. 

 Remove the load from the genset by moving the rotary “AC Source Selector” switch to “OFF”. 

 Wait 1 minute. 

 Stop the genset by pressing the sop switch or moving the toggle switch to “Stop”.    Hold the switch 
until the genset stops. 

 
The genset monitors its own operation.   It has two fault-detection systems: one will detect any loss of oil 
pressure, the other detects overheating.   If either condition occurs, the genset will shut itself off.   It will 
not run until this condition is cleared. 
 
If this occurs, you may confirm that the cause was such a faultby looking on the aft starboard side of the 
genset control box in the lazarette.   You will see a “fault” button and breaker.    If a fault has occurred the 
button will be popped “out” (it is normally flush with the panel if there is no fault. 
 
 

 
 
 

  

Holding Tanks Monitors 

Genset Panel 

Speaker Volume for Pilothouse 
& Flybridge 
 

Autopilot Remote 

Magnum Inverter/Charger Panel 

Automatic Charge Relays 
 

Sump & Bilge Pump Switches 
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Engine Alternators 

Each engine has its own alternator.   The port engine charges the stern thruster, start, and house battery 
banks.   The starboard engine’s alternator charges the bow thruster, start, and house battery banks. 

Battery banks 

Aurora has multiple battery banks.   All batteries are AGM, meaning they require essentially no charterer 
maintenance. 
 
The banks are: 

 Main House Bank (approx. 300AH at 24V), under the workbench in the engine room 

 2 Engine Start Banks (24V), starboard side of the engine room companion way 

 1 Stern Thruster/Generator Start Bank (24V), port lazarette 

 1 Bow Thruster Bank (24V), bow locker under the VIP berth 

 1 NAV Electronics Bank (12V), under pilothouse helm station 

Chargers, Inverters, & Transformers 

There are two battery charger/inverters, both located on the aft bulkhead in the engine room.   There is a 
Magnum Energy 2024 and it is to port.    The ProMariner ProNautic 2430P is to starboard.  
 
The control panel for the Magnum is in the pilothouse to port.   The ProMariner’s control panel is on the 
unit itself. 

Automatic Charge Relay (ACR) 

There are two ACRs.   The controls for these are located below and aft of the Generator gauges and under 
the Tankwatch gauges.   DO NOT CHANGE THE ACR SETTTINGS.   They are set for “Automatic” and should 
stay that way. 
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DC Energy Monitor 

Aurora has a sophisticated Heart Interface Link 10 DC Energy Monitor on the main electrical power panel.   
This nifty unit allows you to check on the DC house battery bank voltage, charging/use rates in amps, and 
approximate cumulative battery energy used (displaying in essence percent of energy used/remaining). 
 
There are two buttons on this unit’s panel, “SEL” & “SET”.   ONLY use the “SEL” button!    When pressed, it 
cycles the display through the “V” (volts), “A” (amps), “Ah” (amp hours), and “t” (temperature) steps, 
illuminating the small LEDs representing each. 
 
“V” mode, the unit displays the present house battery bank voltage.  The display will show between 20V-
29.2V, with full charge (nothing running) being 25.6V.   28.4V-29.2V bulk charging, 26.4V-13.8V float 
charging, less than 22.0V discharged. 
 
“A” mode, the unit displays the rate of charge or discharge.   A “-“ is displayed when discharging, no sign 
when charging. 
 
“Ah” mode, the unit is like a fuel gauge in reverse.    When the house bank is fully charged the unit will 
display “0”.    Then as Ah are used the unit counts them (e.g. after you have used 50Ah the unit will display 
“50”.).   The total capacity of the House Bank is approximately 300Ah. 

ACR Controls 
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The Energy Monitor has an LED bank at the top that are the inverse of the “Ah” setting – they are the fuel 
gauge of electrical energy remaining.   ¼, ½, ¾, and full (4 bars). 
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Electrical Distribution System 

The electrical system is divided into multiple distribution systems: 250V AC 120V AC, 24V DC, and 12V DC.   
This is reflected on the main electrical panel which is found to port of the pilothouse helm station. 
 

 
AC Power Panel (lower half of the main electrical power panel).   Below is a representation of it… 
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#2 - 120/240 VAC Transformer 

 
Spare 

 
Battery Charger 

 
Do Not Use 

 
 

AC SOURCE 
SELECTOR 

OFF / PORT SHORE / 
STBD SHORE / GEN 

 
Electronics Battery Charger 

 
Water Heater 

 
Engine Battery Charger 

 
Passageway Outlet 

 
Generator 

Preheat & Start 

 
Inverter Bypass 

 On  / Normal 

 
 

 
Microwave Convection 

 
Inverter 

 
INVERTER PANEL 

 
Fwd Cabin Outlets  

 
PH / Galley Outlets 

 

 
Engine Room AC Lights 

 
Galley Refrigerator  

 
Master Cabin Outlets  

 
ER / Laz Outlets  

 
Spare 

 
Salon Refrigerator  

 
Fwd/Master Bath Outlets  

 
Flybridge Outlets 

 
TV / Stereo 

 
Flybridge Ref. & Freezer * 

 
Salon Outlets  

 
Galley #2 Outlet  

 
Spare 

 
Navigation Computer 

 
-----------Transformer #1----------------------------------240VAC BUS--------------------------------------Transformer #2------------ 

 
Range 

 
 

 
Washer/Dryer 

 
Not Used 

 
If the “REVERSE POLARITY” light is “ON”, you have a serious problem, most likely at the shore (dockside) 
connection.   Should this occur, IMMEDIATELY turn the rotary “AC Source Selector” switch to “OFF” and 
contact the Harbor Master. 
 
Note: the 240V bus is only operative with the 250V 50A shore power or the genset. 
 
The color codes (corresponding colored dots on the panel) indicate: 

 BLUE = always “ON” 

 GREEN = “ON” when you are aboard 

 YELLOW = “ON” ONLY when that particular circuit/item is in use 

 RED = “OFF”, only use with caution 
 

 In the winter, some of these breakers may be left “ON” for special purposes (e.g. heaters). 
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DC Power Panel (upper half of the main electrical power panel).   Below is a representation of it… 
 

 
COLOR KEY: Blue: Always “On”;   Green: “On” when using boat;   Yellow: “On” when needed;   Red: 

Use with Caution 
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The color codes (corresponding colored dots on the panel) indicate: 

 BLUE = always “ON” 

 GREEN = “ON” when you are aboard 

 YELLOW = “ON” ONLY when that particular circuit/item is in use 
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 RED = “OFF”, only use with caution 

SANITATION SYSTEM 

Marine Toilet                      

It is important that every member of the crew be informed on the proper use of the MARINE TOILET.  The 
valves, openings, and pumps are small and may clog easily.  If the toilet clogs, it is YOUR RESONSIBILITY! 
Always pump the head for children, so you can make sure nothing foreign is being flushed. 
 
Caution – Never put paper towels, tampons, Kleenex, sanitary napkins, household toilet paper, or food into 
the marine toilet.  Use only the special dissolving marine toilet tissue provided by AYC. 
 
Note both toilets are VacuFlush Heads, and flush with FRESH WATER.   This is ideal as it prevents most 
causes of clogging toilets presuming you follow the instructions for not putting inappropriate objects into it. 
 
Make sure the VACUFLUSH TOILET breaker on the 24V electrical panel is turned “ON”. 
 
On both toilets you will find a foot lever to the left side.  To use the toilet, make sure there is water in the 
bowl.   You can add water to the bowl by lifting the foot lever.   After using the toilet, Push the foot-lever 
down.   Do not be bashful – just push it down.   Once water has sufficiently rinsed the bowl, let the lever 
come up QUICKLY.   There will be a small amount of water left in the bowl and this is as it should be 
 
Clean the toilet as necessary. 
 
There is no direct overboard discharge on AURORA.   All effluent goes directly into the 2 holding tanks. 
 
The only likely head problem is easy to diagnose, for you will hear the head pump run frequently or not 
stop, and you will see that no water remains in the bowl.  This indicates that the ball valve is not sealing the 
bottom of the head properly!  Most often this is due to “wimpy” operation of the head pedal: press and 
release it with prompt foot motions so that the seal is completely closed after use.  If re-flushing does not 
make the seal perform properly, then, while holding the pedal down, run your finger around the inside of 
the seal opening to be sure no grit or other foreign matter has become imbedded in the seal; if it has, 
remove it, and try the seal again. 
 
Remember, the two head systems are completely separate: If you have trouble, turn off the faulty head and 
use just the other head; call the AYC for assistance. 
 
Of course, if the holding tank is full, the heads cannot work!  Pump the holding tank (see below) when 
required… 

Holding Tank 

It is forbidden to discharge untreated sewage in inland US. waters, an area that includes all US. waters in 
which this boat operates. The boat holding tank must only be emptied at proper pump-out stations if it is in 
US. waters. (This rule applies in many Canadian harbors, but does not apply in Canadian open channels and 
waters at the time of this manual’s publication.  However, in Canada, courteous practice dictates that the 
holding tank be dumped only when outside confined marinas or bays, 
 
AURORA does not smell like “old-head”.   The entire sanitation system is new and top-of-the-line. 
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There are 2 sanitation HOLDING TANKS which hold approximately 65 gallons each.  Be aware of the rate of 
waste production (about 1/2 gallon per flush).   With an overfilled tank, it is possible to break a hose, clog a 
vent, or burst the tank.  The result will be indescribable catastrophe and an EXPENSIVE FIX to you.  Empty 
the tank EVERY 4-5 DAYS to avoid this problem. 
 
The HOLDING TANKS are located under the floor in the Master and under the floor outside the Bunk Room.    
There is a tank level indicator at the pilothouse helm (empty, ½, & full).    Be warned that these indicators 
may occasionally become clogged so - DO NOT trust or rely upon this alone. 
 

 
The holding tank is emptied in one of two ways: 
 

1. At the Marine Pump-Out Station, remove the WASTE CAPS located on the midships starboard side 
deck (Note: there are 2, one for the forward head and one for the aft).   Insert the pump-out nozzle 
into the waste opening.  Double-check your deck fitting!  Turn on pump and open valve located on 
the pump handle.  When pumping is finished, close lever on handle and turn off pump.  Remove 
SLOWLY from deck fitting. 

 
If there is a fresh water hose on the dock, rinse the tank by adding 2 minutes of water into tank.  
Then re-pump to leave the tank rinsed for the next charter.  This also eliminates head odors. 

 
2. The tank’s contents can be discharged with the OVERBOARD MACERATOR pump, but only in major 

waterways when in Canadian waters.   Please, we prefer the former (Pump-out stations) to the 
latter (overboard) for obvious reasons. 

 
To empty the forward holding tank overboard: 

1. The forward holding tank THRU-HULL is located in the engine room, forward end, starboard side.    
The handle is aligned with the THRU-HULL when the valve is open.  

2. Turn ON the macerator pump switch on the main DC electrical panel labeled “Spare”. 
3. WATCH the gauge in the VIP Head and/or LISTEN to the pump.   When the gauge indicates or the 

sound the pump makes changes pitch the tank is empty. 
4. Turn the macerator pump OFF. 
5. Close the THRU-HULL. 

 
To empty holding tank overboard: 

1. The holding tank THRU-HULL is located underneath the stairway from the pilothouse to the 
staterooms.   It is aft of the aft bulkhead and difficult to reach.   This thru-hull should be left open.  

2. Turn ON the macerator pump switch on the main 12V DC electrical panel.   Note: only turn on one 
at a time. 

3. WATCH the gauges. 
4. Turn the macerator pump OFF. 

Holding Tanks Monitors 
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5. Repeat for the other holding tank 

 Y-Valve 

There is no Y-VALVE.   Simple… 
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WATER SYSTEM 

Fresh Water Tank(s) 

The FRESH WATER TANKs hold about 226 gallons in two 113-gallon stainless steel water tanks located in the 
lazarette (forward end, one each side).  Observe the water level by looking at the sight tubes.   Both tanks 
are interconnected so you can use the port or starboard fills. 
 
To refill the tank 

1. Rinse off the deck around the WATER CAPS, located on the port and starboard side decks. 
2. Remove the WATER CAP. 
3. Fill the tanks.   Use a clean hose (There are two 50’ white hoses in the starboard lazarette we use 

only for this purpose). 
 
Avoid flushing debris from the deck into the tank opening.  NEVER fill water and diesel at the same time! 

Fresh Water Pressure Pump 

The fresh WATER PRESSURE PUMP is located on the floor in the aft section of the starboard lazarette.   
There is a salt water pressure pump next to it too. 
 
It is a ShurFlow 5GPM pump.   Activate the pump at the DC panel by turning on the breaker.    The pump 
will automatically come on when it senses a pressure drop.    There is an accumulator tank to keep the 
running of this pump to a minimum.    If the water pump continues to run, you are either out of water or 
might have an air lock and need to bleed the system by opening up a faucet.  If you run out of water SHUT 
OFF YOUR HOT WATER HEATER on the AC panel.  Serious damage can occur!  

Hot Water Tank 

The HOT WATER HEATER has a 20 gallon capacity tank and is available when connected to shore power or 
via a heat exchanger from the engine when underway.  To use on shore power, flip on the water heater 
circuit breaker on the AC electrical panel.  Do not use the water heater if the fresh water tank level is very 
low.   The water heater is located under the master berth. 

Shower 

Before taking a shower, make sure water pressure and shower sump breakers are on.  Take only very short 
“boat” showers (turning off water between soaping up and rinsing). To keep shower tidy wipe 
down/squeegee the shower stall and floor.  There is a squeegee blade in each shower, please use if after 
you are done.   This keeps the boat drier and reduces mildew.   Check for accumulation of hair in the 
shower and sink drains.  An additional fresh water shower is located in port swimstep locker.  Ensure that 
the faucets and nozzle are completely off after use. 
 
Both fresh and seawater washdown is available from hose spigots in the starboard bow locker.   To activate 
the freshwater pump, flip the FRESHWATER PUMP breaker located on the 12V DC electrical panel – this is 
the same breaker that provides for freshwater throughout the boat. 
 
To activate the seawater washdown, turn “ON” the SEAWATER PUMP breaker on the 12V DC electrical 
panel AND turn on the saltwater pump from the switch panel to the side of the cockpit-flybridge stairs. 
 
DO NOT USE the white 50’ fresh water hoses (those are only to be used for filling the fresh water tanks).   
After use, turn the seawater washdown breaker off to prevent pump burn out. 
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Sinks & Shower Drains 

Waste water from the head sinks and showers drains through a common sump and pump located below 
the floor just forward of the master cabin berth.   Infrequently, this may get clogged with hair and soap 
residue.   It’s an unpleasant, but simple task to clean this out. 
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DIESEL FURNACE SYSTEM 
There is a Diesel Furnace System aboard Aurora that can heat the living spaces, hot water for the sinks and 
showers, and pre-heat the engines. 
The Diesel Furnace was installed to make your chartering experience a more pleasant one.  It is a Webasto 
hot water circulating system, considered by many the best available.  
  
The water is heated in the furnace in the lazarette, and there are several hot-water heating “loops”.  The 
distribution of this heated water is flow-controlled by valves that are on the heating system fluid manifold 
in the extreme port aft end of the lazarette: they are easy to see.  The hot water circulates through heat 
exchangers throughout the boat. There is an expansion tank to keep the system full at all times. 
 
To use the heater: 
There are two furnace switches just behind the left side of the pilothouse wheel. The “System Heat/Engine 
Heat” switch determines whether heat is from the engines (when underway) or from the Diesel Furnace 
(when moored).  The other switch should be “on” when you wish to preheat the engines, not necessary 
except in cold weather.  
 
Set the thermostat which is located in the starboard front corner of the salon above the wet bar counter by 
the window, or in the stateroom to the desired temperature – about "70" seems right.  

1. If you want to heat the living spaces, turn the “On-Off” switch under the thermostat to “On”; after 
the furnace warms up, you will hear the fans come on.  (Leave this switch off if all you want to do is 
preheat the engines!) 

2. Be sure the vents are open/unobstructed in the area to be heated. They tend to close themselves in 
some cases when underway!   

3. If the room is cool enough to trigger the thermostat, the system will start.  After a few moments 
you may hear a soft "clicking" as the furnace's electric fuel pump operates.  The furnace will go 
through a startup/warmup cycle that lasts a minute or so.  After the furnace fires, and when the 
circulating water reaches 80 degrees, the fans in the heat exchangers come on.  From this time on, 
the furnace and blower will operate just as with a home system. The furnace uses very little fuel, a 
pint or two an hour.  DC energy consumption is around 10-12 amps if everything is running.  (The 
owners usually leave the heater "off" overnight, turning it on upon waking up in the morning; the 
boat will be warm in about 10-15 minutes!)  

 
Note:  If the Diesel furnace seems to go through a start-up cycle but does not actually start, try waiting until 
the unit shuts down completely, switching off the switch, then turning it back on again.  Watch the pilot 
light to port of the helm: It will signal a “fault code” which is interpreted in the system manual. 
 
>>> WARNING <<<   
The exhaust from the furnace is on the outside of the hull, to starboard, under the salon windows, and could 
be very hot!  Be sure that a fender, dock if moored, or another boat, if rafted, is not so close as to be 
overheated and possibly ignite from this potentially hot blast!  (The fender-holding Cleats are spaced 
appropriately). 
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NAVIGATION ELECTRONICS 
There is a complete setup of 2 SIMRAD NSS EVO2 multifunction displays (12” in the pilothouse and 7” on 
the flybridge), GPS, depth/fish finders, 4G Broadband Radar, Wind Instrumentation, and Robertson 
Autopilot.  Additionally, there is an ICOM AIS transceiver, ICOM VHF radio, Furuno GPS, and Cameras.    
 
All electronics manuals are located in the binders outboard of the stairway to the staterooms.   There are 
lots of manuals.   Please do not reprogram any of these electronics. 

Multifunction Displays 

There one MFD display in the pilothouse and one on the flybridge.   These are all SIMRAD NSS EVO2 and 
they are all networked together. The “Master” is the pilothouse display.   This display shares the Navionics 
Platinum Plus cartography to the other unit.   Turn this display on first.   Then turn on any other displays. 
 
Here is the sequence I follow when starting up the Navigation Electronics: 
Turn “ON” all navigation electronics: 

 24-V Panel: 
o Electronics Master 
o Defrosters (if needed) 
o Windshield Wipers (if needed) 

 12-V Panel 
o Searchlight (if needed) 
o Ship’s Horn 
o Trim Tabs 
o Navigation Lights (if needed) 
o Stabilizers 

 Engine Battery Bank Panel 
o Thrusters 

 Electronics Panel 
o Electronics Toggle “On” 
o Turn “ON” appropriate instruments and gauges (pretty much all of them) 

 Inverter Bus Panel 
o Computer System (optional) 

 Turn “ON” the screen 
 If the computer doesn’t boot-up within 15 seconds, toggle the breaker to the 

starboard side of the pilothouse instrument cluster “off” and then back “on” (once 
– do not do this more than once). 

 On the screen should be the standard MS Windows boot screen.   When it finishes 
booting-up the main screen has an icon for “Coastal Explorer”.   Double-click on 
that icon.   If it warns you that virus definitions are out of date, please ignore this 
and move on. 

 DO NOT USE THIS COMPUTER FOR ANYTHING OTHER THAN NAVIGATION! 
 
You are now set and ready to go. 

GPS and Chartplotters 

As mentioned, there are multiple GPS receivers aboard.   1 SIMRAD dedicated GPS sensor, 1 Furuno 
dedicated GPS sensor, 1 VHF/GPS, and 1 Nav Computer dedicated GPS sensor.   All displays are located in 
the pilothouse and the Simrad and NAV computer also display on the flybridge.  
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VHF Radios and AIS Transceiver 

There are 2 fixed-mount ICOM VHF RADIOS, one at each helm station.   The flybridge VHF contains the AIS 
Transceiver; the pilothouse VHF contains the GPS receiver.   For the fixed-mount VHF radios there are 
circuit breakers on the Electronics electrical panel – make sure they are both turned “ON”. 
 
Both fixed-mount VHF radios have DSC and the MMSI numbers have been properly registered.   The FCC 
Call Sign is: WDI8465 
 
Always monitor channel 16 while underway. 

Depth Sounder / Fish Finder  

There are 2 DEPTH SOUNDERS, one is Depth/Speed through the water/Water Temperature with a digital 
display (SIMRAD IS40) and the other is a fish finder display available on all helm station MFDs. 
 
All depth sounders are “zeroed” for the keel.   AURORA draws about 5’ so please be advised that anything 
under 10’ (3 meters or 1.5 fathoms) is risky.   Be prudent and be careful.   Stay in deeper waters and mind 
your tides. 
 
Remember to ALWAYS consult your charts for depth! 

Radar  

To operate the SIMRAD Broadband 4G RADAR once the MFDs are powered up; select the Radar menu and 
press “TRANSMIT”.   It will take about 10 seconds for the RADAR to display on the MFD.   You can then 
overlay on the Chart screen and/or view it in its own screen.   I recommend both. 
 
Remember you are not allowed to travel in FOG or in serious wind conditions. 

Autopilot 

AURORA has a Simrad/Robertson AP20 Autopilot with controls at both helm stations and 1 remote at the 
pilothouse. 
 
For safety reasons, the autopilot is NOT integrated into the navigation electronics.   Basically, it will just 
hold a course.   To use the autopilot: 
 

1. Power “ON” the autopilot on the starboard side of the pilothouse dashboard.   The screen will 
display “S” for “Stand-by” mode, meaning the Autopilot is on, but not engaged. 

2. Put the boat on the desired heading, centering the rudder (observe the rudder angle indicator just 
forward of the steering wheel). 

3. On either the main autopilot control or the remote hit the “A” button.   The display will change to 
an “A” and you are now in “Autopilot” mode.   The autopilot is steering the boat. 

4. DO NOT STEER WITH THE STEEING WHEEL WNEN IN “AUTOPILOT” MODE. 
5. You may adjust your course via either the rotary knob on the remote or the port and starboard 

arrows. 
6. To return to “Stand-by” mode, just hit the “S” button.   Now you can steer by hand again. 

Wind Instruments 

AURORA is equipped with a Simrad wind instrument package with a display in the pilothouse. 
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PILOTHOUSE 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Pilothouse) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                   
(Port and Starboard Pilothouse displays – note green dots on the gauges denoting normal operations) 

Furuno GPS Compass 

NAV Computer Display, 
Keyboard, & Mouse 

Robertson Autopilot 

Mathers Micro Commander 

Rudder Angle Indicator 

Simrad MFD (GPS/Chartplotter) 

ICOM VHF/GPS 

Furnace Control (ON/OFF) 
 

Autopilot Remote 
 

Stabilizer Controls 

SOG / Depth 

“F/B Helm / Lower 
Helm” Switch 

“Port/STBD” 
Synchronization 
Switch 
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FLYBRIDGE 
 

 
 
 

 
(Flybridge Helm – Port) 
 

Simrad MFD (GPS/Chartplotter) 
 

Autopilot 

Searchlight (inop) 

Engine Gauges 
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(Flybridge Helm – Center) 

 
(Flybridge Helm – Starboard) 
  

KVH Electronic Compass 

NAV Computer Display 
(only) 

SOG / Depth 

Rudder Angle 

MUIR Windlass Controls 

ICOM VHF / AIS 

Engine Gauges 

Depth 

Mathers Micro Commander 

CTRL Button 
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ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEMS 

The AURORA WIFI Network 

AURORA has a complete WIFI network on the boat and a high-gain / high power WIFI antenna to reach out 
to connect to any WIFI networks in the area. 
 
The idea is that all local devices connect to the AURORA WIFI network and the AURORA WIFI Network 
connects to a shore-based WIFI network for Internet access. 
 
To use the AURORA WIFI network: 

1. Make sure the “Computer System” circuit breaker is “ON”.   This is located on the main Inverter 
Electrical Panel. 

2. Make sure the Flybridge Radar / WIFI Antenna breaker is “ON”.   This breaker is on the Electronics 
Electrical Panel. 

3. Wait 3 minutes for the WIFI antenna to initialize. 
4. On any laptop or WIFI device you have (NOT THE NAV COMPUTER) connect the Wireless network 

called 
a. “AURORA” or “AURORA-5G”.   The passphrase is “Aurora57”. 

5. Then open your browser and type: http://192.168.15.1/ in the address bar.   This will take you to 
the Aigean Networks page where you can select the wireless network to which you want to 
connect. 

6. You will see a listing of all the WIFI networks that are in range and their relative signal strengths.    
7. Pick one and log in with the Passphrase provide by the marina. 
8. Once you have connected the AURORA WIFI network to the shore-side WIFI network you will have 

Internet access on your devices and the ROKU TV player. 
9. NOTE: Internet bandwidth in marinas is a function of demand.   In the summer months, the 

demand can be very high, meaning that you may not always have great bandwidth.   If your 
Internet connection is too slow, try a different shore-side WIFI network or just go boating instead. 

Audio Video, DVD, SiriusXM Radio, Roku Media Player, & DirecTV 

In the main salon is the video entertainment system which consists of a 42” LED TV (HD 1080p), Marantz AV 
Receiver, Blu-Ray DVD Player, SiriusXM Radio, Roku Media Player, & HD DirecTV. 
 
There are 8 pairs of speakers located throughout the boat in 2 zones of 4 pairs each. 

 Zone 1: Cockpit, Aft Salon, Fwd Salon, & Pilothouse. 

 Zone 2: Flybridge, Master Stateroom, Bunk Room, & VIP Stateroom.   By default, Zone 2 is “OFF”. 
 
The main unit is the Marantz AV Receiver.   Its display is the TV, HDMI-1 input.   The sources are DVD, 
SiriusXM, ipod/iPad, & DirecTV.   All devices play through the Marantz receiver. 
 
Always leave the cabinet door open if these electronics are “ON” as they generate heat and they need the 
airflow afforded by the open door. 
 
To power on the system, turn “ON” the Stereo System breaker on the main AC electrical panel.   If you want 
to watch DirecTV, you also need to turn on the “TV Antenna” breaker on the DC electrical panel. 
 
The remote controls for these devices and the devices themselves are located in the basket to port of the 
TV. 

http://192.168.15.1/
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1. Turn on the Sharp TV with the Sharp remote. 
2. Turn on the Marantz Receiver with the Marantz remote. 
3. Select the desired input from below on the Marantz remote. 

 

Device Input/Remote Button Marantz 
Display 

DVD Player DVD DVD 

TV DVR (DirecTV) Blu-Ray TV DVR 

Sirius/XM Radio CBL/SAT XM Radio 

Roku Streaming Media 
Player 

Media Player Roku 

iPad/iPhone/etc. Game Tablet 

 
Use the appropriate remote to control the device you want as the source.   Remember the Marantz is the 
master as it controls the input selection, speaker zone selection, and the volume. 
 
Note: there is a collection of DVD’s on board for your use; these are stored in the baskets under the salon 
table.  Please be sure to leave them for the next guest. 
 
To play your Tablet device you will find an Apple iPod/iPad Lightning adapter on a cable in the cabinet with 
the Marantz receiver.   The cable is already hooked-up to the Marantz, all you have to do is plug your iPod 
into that cable and select the appropriate source on the Marantz receiver. 
 
To watch DirecTV you must turn “ON” the “TV Antenna” breaker on the DC electrical panel.   Turn on the 
DirecTV box.   Each time you do this it will need to align the KVH TV5 antenna, find the satellites, download 
the DirecTV program guide before you can watch TV – this process may take 5-10 minutes.   Be patient... 
 
Note: There are a few important differences with satellite TV on a boat vs. in your home.   In your home, 
your antenna is always aligned (your home is relatively immobile) and your DVR is always powered on.    On 
a boat, the antenna must “find” the satellites and the DVR must power-up from scratch every time.    These 
differences matter. 
 
When first powered-up the DirecTV receiver may not find the satellites and an error message of “711” is 
displayed on the TV.   This means that DirecTV has either lost the “Registration” to the receiver or the 
receiver has a corrupted decryption code.   To remedy this situation there are 2 courses of action you may 
follow. 
 

1. Call AYC or the owner so they can contact DirecTV and “Refresh” the receiver. 
2. Reset the DirecTV receiver, by pressing the red button, per the picture below.   Pressing this button 

should cause the receiver to reboot and redownload again from the satellites. 
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Note: it is not uncommon to receive a message about a satellite signal being “lost”.   Satellite signals are 
increasingly weak the farther northward you travel.   If this happens, there is no fix.   It will come back in 
time (generally once you head southward), but time could be minutes, hours, or days. 
 
When you are done with the AV system, please shutdown ball the AV system components by turning all 
devices “OFF”, then turn “OFF” the circuit breakers on both the AC and DC electrical panels.  
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GALLEY 
 
The boat has an open U-shaped galley with nice counter space and easy access to stored items.  In addition, 
with this set up you are not blocked off from the rest of the space, so when you are cooking, you can 
remain part of the conversation both in the main salon as well as the pilothouse. 
 

 

Miele Range 

The Miele electric 4-burner counter-top range works just like your home unit.   To use this the “STOVE” 
240V breaker must be “ON” and you must be either on shore power or genset power. 

GE Profile Microwave / Convection Oven  

The stove/oven is electric and runs either when on shore power or on the generator, not on the inverter.  
Turn on the “Microwave” breaker on the AC panel. 
 
This unit operates just like your home microwave or oven. 

TEC Propane Barbecue 

AURORA has a large BBQ on the flybridge.   It is fueled by a propane canister underneath the BBQ.   It has 
flame/temperature control and push-button igniter on the forward end. 
 
Please keep this grill and the surrounding area clean! 

Refrigerator, IceMaker, & Freezer 

AURORA has 2 main refrigerators, one in the galley and one in the salon.   We tend to put food in the galley 
one and drinks in the salon one. 
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There is an icemaker/freezer under the grill on the flybridge.   To make ice, ensure the lever in the ice 
compartment is down (just like your home icemaker. 
 
There is also a SeaFreeze large capacity freezer on the flybridge behind the aft settee.   The temperature 
control is inside the compartment. 
 
Please leave all refrigerators, icemaker, and freezer breakers “ON” all the time. 

Other Galley Items 

Included in the galley setup: 

 Blender  

 Electric Griddle 

 Crockpot 

 Keurig 

 Plates, Cooking Utensils, Flatware, etc. 

 Garbage Disposal (breaker on the electrical panel and a switch behind you when you are facing the 
sink. 

 
These items are located throughout the galley and in the cabinet next to the steps up to the galley. 

Washer – Dryer 

A conventional apartment-size stacked washer-dryer unit is located at the base of the stairs leading to the 
staterooms.   It operates just like your home units.   Note: you must be on either shore power or running 
the genset.   It does use a lot of water, so pay attention to your fresh water levels. 

Built-in Vacuum System 

AURORA has a built-in NuTone vacuum cleaner in the engine room (forward and outboard of the starboard 
engine), with an outlet there, and outlets in the salon forward to starboard, in the pilothouse, and in the 
lower stateroom areas.  
 
The tools for the vacuum are stored in the drawer on the forward end of the Master Stateroom berth.  
After the hose and tool are in place, turn it on as below.  It is operated like any built-in household vacuum. 
 
Power to the unit is supplied by the “Central Vac” breaker in the AC breaker panel, and the unit comes on 
when the breaker is “on”.  To empty the vacuum’s dirt, the bottom is dropped off the unit in the engine 
room and emptied, then a new bag (from the “spares” shelf in the engine room) is installed. 
 
Note: it’s a tight fit to get to the canister to replace the bag. 
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ENGINE ROOM 

 

Fuel Transfer Pump 

It is not recommended that you use this as the tanks are interconnected.   A fuel transfer pump is in the 
port aft engine room corner just forward of the workbench.  This reversible pump can shift fuel from one 
tank to another if necessary to trim the vessel.  After turning the breaker on in the main power panel, open 
the valves and run the pump in the appropriate direction using the switch on the motor.  When done, shut 
it off and be sure to close the valves!  (A sight gauge on the forward bulkhead between the engines will help 
you level the boat accurately.) 
 

Oil Change Pump 

You should never need to use this.    An oil change pump is located in the starboard aft corner of the engine 
room just forward of the bulkhead.  This reversible pump lets you empty crankcase and transmission oil 
into a pail in the engine room through the hose that is stowed on the hook above the pump, from either 
engine or the generator to expedite less-messy oil changes.  After turning the breaker on in the main power 
panel, open the valves and run the pump in the appropriate direction using the switch on the motor itself.  
When done, shut off the pump and be sure to close the valves both on the pump and at the transmissions 
and crankcases!  
 
 Dispose of waste oil, etc., properly! 
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ANCHORING 
  
The primary WORKING ANCHOR is a 105lbs Mantus scoop-type and is attached to 300ft 3/8 G43 High-Test 
chain and 100ft ¾ nylon line passed through the deck from the ANCHOR LOCKER in the bow.   The locker 
can be accessed through the port bow locker. 
 
The WINDLASS is a vertical capstan MUIR VRC-2500 with rope and 3/8 HT chain gypsy.   The Windlass 
breaker is located on the Engine Battery Bank panel on the main electrical panel.   Note that there is a 
primary breaker in the engine room to starboard of the battery selector switches. 
 
There are 2 foot-pedals at the bow, and Muir remotes with displays in both the pilothouse and flybridge. 
 
 At the bow, tap gently on the “down” foot control to lower the anchor.   If necessary, guide the anchor 
over the anchor roller to prevent binding on the pulpit.   Initially you may have to push the anchor over the 
roller until the weight of the anchor and chain is sufficient to pay itself out. 
 
Let out sufficient ANCHOR RODE (you’ve got a total of 300’ of chain and 100’ nylon rode) before setting the 
anchor.  Colored markers (yellow paint) are placed every 50 feet on the chain; the nylon rode is unmarked.  
If the anchorage is crowded put down at least a 3 to 1 scope (78 feet for 20 feet of water – remember the 
bow is 6’ above the waterline), Attach the bridle to the bow cleats then back the anchor in with a short 
burst from one engine.     Let out additional scope depending upon conditions. 
 
Using the bridle pretty much eliminates “sailing at anchor”, excessive swing, makes everything quiet, and 
reduces stress on the windlass.   Please, please use it. 
 
NEVER, just let the anchor tension be taken solely by the windlass.   That’s not what it was built for; use a 
bridal.   Be aware of your swing radius as compared to other boats and objects around you.   You might 
want to set an anchor alarm to alert you should AURORA drag. 
 
Don’t forget to turn “OFF” the WINDLASS breaker when you are done. 
 
Before raising the anchor, ALWAYS start the engines as it uses large amounts of power.  Turn “on” the 
WINDLASS breaker.   Bump the engine controls forward and as the boat moves toward the anchor, press 
the “up” control to take up slack chain/line.  Don’t run over the anchor chain.    Give the windlass short 
rests as you are pulling it up.  Place yourself in position to guide the anchor onto the roller.  As the anchor 
rises, be careful not to allow it to swing against the hull. 
 
If the windlass motor does not work, there are 2 manual handles (they look like a winch handle) in the 
cabinet to starboard of the flybridge stairs. 
 
We suggest that you use the washdown faucets at the bow to wash the rode and anchor as you are 
retrieving it and before storing in the anchor locker.   This helps keep it from smelling in the forward locker 
and annoying anyone sleeping in the VIP cabin.   The freshwater washdown will use a lot of fresh water – so 
be mindful.   It is pressurized by the house water pressure system. 
 
The saltwater washdown has a separate pump and must be turned “ON” in 2 locations.   Both must be 
“ON” for this to work.   The first place is the Saltwater Washdown breaker on the 24V DC panel.   The 
second is a switch to starboard of the cockpit-flybridge stairs. 
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Anchor Monitor 

The windlass breaker needs to be on for this to work.  Push lower left button to turn on; then push and hold 
upper left button to move cursor to top of the display.  The unit will show “00.0" in top of window; this is 
meters.  When the cursor reaches the top, it will read “000", this is feet.  The bottom right arrow lets chain 
out, upper arrow retrieves the chain, and the gauge lets you know how much is left to retrieve.  You must 
keep the anchor windlass breaker “ON” to keep the meter’s readings whenever the anchor is down! 

Mooring Cans 

AURORA is too large for any mooring buoy.   Do not use them as they are only designed for a boat up to 45’ 
LOA. 
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TENDER & OUTBOARD MOTOR 
 

 

Tender 

The AB 10’, 4+person TENDER with a 20hp Honda 4-Stroke engine with electric tilt is stored on the flybridge 
deck.   The tender has a capacity of about 900 pounds (motor, equipment, and 4 adult people).    It will 
easily get 4 people up on plane. 
 
The davit is a Nick Jackson low profile crane-type with an electric motor rated for 800lbs capacity.    There is 
a Davit breaker on the Engine Battery Bank panel at the main electrical panel.   This must be turned “ON”. 
 
The control for the davit is stored in the locker to port of the flybridge helm station.   It plugs in on the 
backside of the davit. 
 
Note how the davit, cable, and tender are stored.   Please duplicate this including tying-down the tender.   
You sure wouldn’t want it to fall off if you hit a big wave! 
 
NEVER TOW the Tender, lift it and store it with the davit.   Towing reduces your speed by ½ a knot, 
decreases fuel economy, puts tremendous strain on the tender’s tow eye, and you run the risk of flipping 
the tender in a wake or other wave.   Just lift it and then these are all non-issues. 
 
To deploy the tender: 

1. Remove & stow the cover. 
2. Insert the drain plug. 
3. Remove all straps. 
4. Using the control unit (stored in the locker to port of the flybridge helm station.   It plugs in on the 

backside of the davit). 
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5. Attach the Davit cable to the lifting bridle in the tender. 
6. Raise the tender. 
7. Push the tender out to port. 
8. DO NOT FALL OVERBOARD! 
9. Make sure the yellow floating tender painter is available to someone in the cockpit. 
10. Lower the tender to the water. 
11. Have someone disconnect the davit cable from the tender lifting bridle. 
12. Raise the davit cable and store the davit and the control.    DO NOT LEAVE THE CONTROL OUT IN 

THE WEATHER – Store it.  
 
To raise the tender, just do the reverse of the above steps. 
 
Please put the cover on the tender.   To put the cover on the tender is not as easy as I would like. 
 
Note: if the tender fills with water while stored on the flybridge, the weight will destroy the flybridge and 
whatever is in the tender.   Please make sure to remove the drain plug and place the cover over the tender 
and secure it to prevent this from happening. 
 
Coast Guard regulations state that any child 12 and under must wear a life jacket when in a tender.  It is a 
good idea for EVERYONE to follow this rule. 
 

Outboard Motor 

The outboard motor for this boat is a Honda 20HP 4-Stroke electric start and tilt outboard.  This outboard is 
a four-cycle motor, that uses premium unleaded gas, with no oil mixed into it. 
 
Check the oil regularly by unlatching the cover (latch is at the rear), lifting it off, and using the dipstick. 
 
To start the motor,  

1. Lower it with the rocker switch on the shift lever end; 
2. Squeeze the fuel line bulb (at the boat’s stern) until it feels “hard”; 
3. Turn the key for 15 seconds at a time until it starts. (Do NOT lift the “fast idle lever”) 
4. When the motor warms up a little, you can gradually raise the fast idle lever until the motor has 

warmed up a little.  The lever should be down before engaging the shift. 
To shut the motor off, turn the key off. 
 
The fuel tank is stowed under the mid-ship seat in the tender. 
 
In the event the dinghy battery should be dead, there is a built-in battery charger; use an extension cord to 
plug it into the AC outlet on the flybridge.  
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CRABBING & FISHING 
 
Always check the fishing and crabbing requirements before you leave on your cruise.  You will need a 
license.  Many areas are CLOSED to crabbing and fishing on certain months.   
 
CRAB AWAY FROM THE BOAT!   Lines can get wrapped around props.  Fish-flavored cat food with the pop-
up ringed lids or raw chicken seems to work the best for a nice neat way to bait the ring.    After 15-20 
minutes, retrieve the crab line and ring quickly.  Measure the crabs using the CRAB MEASURING GAUGE 
normally located in the stern locker.   Keep the male crabs of proper size (usually 6 ¼ inches across the 
carapace).  Boil crabs about 12 minutes to cook.  Before setting crab pot or rings, confirm water depth and 
be certain the buoy line is long enough for water depth. 
 
After using, wash equipment thoroughly with fresh water (available from the cockpit shower faucet).  Note 
-- Please do not store wet rings and gear inside the boat.   Be mindful of rust stains as you will need to clean 
these off. 
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OTHER:  Safety & Bilge Pumps 
 
 SAFETY should be paramount in your daily cruising.  A MAN OVERBOARD DRILL should be discussed and 
perhaps even practiced with a life jacket.  Remember your lifejackets are stowed in the mid-stateroom 
locker and there are more in the flybridge starboard locker.   A few should always be out and ready.  Your 
flares and safety equipment are located in the compartment below the electrical panel by the stairs.  
 
AURORA is equipped with multiple AUTOMATIC BILGE PUMPS. The master switch is located to port of the 
pilothouse helm station.  Normally, the switches will be left in the AUTO position.   You may occasionally 
hear the pump operate due to condensation and water from the shaft log accumulating in the bilge.  
 
A manual HAND OPERATED BILGE PUMP is located in the ENGINE ROOM forward and center.   The handle 
for the manual bilge pump is located immediately to port of the bilge pump on the main fore-aft stringer.    
This is used only in emergency situations. 
 
There is also a passable HAND OPERATED BILGE PUMP located in the starboard lazarette. 
 
The ENGINE SPARES are generally stowed in the engine room, forward and to port on the shelves.  This 
includes oil filter, raw water impeller, pump parts, injectors, and other small parts.    
 

Safety Equipment 

 4 electric bilge pumps 
o Forward bilge under the VIP berth 
o Bunkroom companionway bilge 
o Engine room bilge 
o Lazarette bilge 

 1 Manual bilge pump located at the forward end of the engine room & its handle is stored 
immediately to port. 

 1 passable manual bilge pump located in the starboard lazarette 

 Fire extinguishers 
o Pilothouse below the steering wheel 
o Flybridge below the steering wheel 
o Engine room by the steps 
o Washer-Dryer cabinet 
o Engine room fire suppression system 

 Emergency flare kits located in the engine room by the stairs 

 2 fixed mounted VHF radios, both integrated with GPS and both with DSC/Distress emergency 
buttons 

 Approx. 12 lifejackets of various sizes (kid-large adult).   NOTE: we do not have infant-sized 
lifejackets 

 Smoke detectors 

 CO detectors 

 Lifesling throwable PFD stowed in a bag on the transom (use with the Davit to haul someone 
aboard) 

 7 Taylor Made 10” x 26” black fenders 
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AURORA SPECIFICATIONS AND CAPACITIES 
 
 
BOAT NAME:      AURORA 
MAKE/MANUFACTURER, YEAR:    SYMBOL YACHTS, 1999 
HULL ID NUMBER:      SYL57042A999 
US COAST GUARD DOCUMENTATION NUMBER:   1079117 

US BORDER CUSTOMS NUMBER:    7609650 7 
 
FCC Call Sign:      WDI8465 
MMSI:       367738870 
 
LENGTH OVER ALL:     57’ 3” 
BEAM:       16” 8” 
DRAFT:       4’ 9” 
AIR DRAFT:      28’ 6” 
DISPLACEMENT      42,000 DRY & 58,000 WET 
 
PASSENGER BERTHS:     7 (2 X 3 STATEROOMS + 1 Salon couch) 
 
DIESEL FUEL TANKS     850 US gallons (2 X 425 gallons) 
FRESH WATER TANKS     224 US gallons (2 x 112 gallons) 
HOLDING TANKS     121 US gallons (Aft 69 gallons, Fwd 52 gallons) 
        
 

 
 
 
 
 
TENDER NAME:      T/T Aurora 
MAKE/MANUFACTURER, LENGTH, YEAR:  AB, 10’, 2004 
TENDER HULL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER  WNZ37251D404 (VECAN08085E404) 
TITLE NUMBER      1627702102 
TENDER REGISTRATION NUMBER:   WN 4779R 
PASSENGERS      5 
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PROPULSION INFORMATION 
 
AURORA has twin Caterpillar 3196TA Turbocharged E-Rated Engines (660hp each). 

RPM Est. GPH  Est. Knots Est. Miles/Gal Est. Fuel Hours Est. Range with Reserve 
800 2 8.0 4.00 375.0 3000.00 
900 4 8.7 2.18 187.5 1631.25 

1000 7 9.4 1.34 107.1 1007.14 
1100 8 10.0 1.25 93.8 937.50 
1200 12 11.0 0.69 46.9 515.63 
1400 20 11.8 0.59 37.5 442.50 
1500 25 12.6 0.50 30.0 378.00 
1600 29 13.8 0.48 25.9 356.90 
1700 33 15.5 0.47 22.7 352.27 
1800 39 17.8 0.46 19.2 342.31 
1900 44 19.1 0.43 17.0 325.57 
2000 50 20.3 0.41 15.0 304.50 
2200 64 22.6 0.35 11.7 264.84 

“Fuel Hours” and “Range” assume 750 gallons used, 100-gallon reserve, and no current/tide correction.  All fuel, range, and speed 
figures are estimates & for combined engines!   As you can see, you should watch your fuel and calculate your range carefully at 
high speeds watching the fuel gauges and engine fuel flow indicators! 

 

Engine Details - Caterpillar 
    Model SER No AR No HP max RPM max 
  Port 3196TA 2XR01648 

 
660 2350   

 Starboard 3196TA 2XR01649 
 

660 2350 
   

       Transmission Details – Twin Disc 
  

  Model Ratio 
Shaft 
Dia Screw Mfg Screw 

  

Port MG 509A 1.96:1 2-1/2" Michigan 
Dyna-Quad 4BL-
Brz 32x32 R   

 

Starboard MG 509A 1.96:1 2-1/2" Michigan 
Dyna-Quad 4BL-
Brz 32x32 L 

          

Fuel & Lubricants 

  Fuel Oil Coolant 

Engines Diesel #2 Delo 400LE 15W-40 50% Red Antifreeze/water w/corrosion inhibitor 

Transmissions   Delo 400 SAE 30 
 Generator Diesel #2 Delo 400LE 15W-40 50% Antifreeze/water w/corrosion inhibitor 

Thrusters Electric 90wt Hypoid Gear Oil  

   Filters 

  Fuel Oil 

Engines Racor 2020 PM-OR 30 Micron CAT 1R-1808 

            CAT 1R-0749 

Transmissions   
 Generator Northern Lights 12Kw 24V NL 24-52020 NL 24-03100 
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WHAT TO DO IF… 

 

ANCHOR CHAIN WON’T COME OUT OF CHAIN LOCKER 

The anchor chain is continuous, secured at both ends, and cannot tangle.  But sometimes a pile of chain will 
fall over, and one loop of chain will fall through another loop.  Usually you can clear this by grasping the 
chain where it exits the hawse pipe from the chain locker with your hands, and pulling it up or down to 
“jiggle” the loop out of the chain; you may have to retrieve some chain to do this, in order to have enough 
slack to jiggle it!  It is rare when this will not clear the jam.  The other solution: Access the chain locker and 

clear the tangle in it. Caution: Turn off the windlass breaker to protect your hands when 

manhandling chain! 

ANCHOR FOULED, CAN’T RAISE IT 

This can happen if you “pull the boat to the anchor” with the windlass. You should move the boat under 
power until it is over the anchor, or, even better, slightly ahead of it before hauling.  Usually this will clear 
it. Otherwise, take a line and form a fixed, loose loop around the chain.  Weight the loop, and lower it down 
the line until it reaches the bottom, sliding down the chain.  Then, using the tender, take the line forward 
past the anchor so that you can pull the anchor out, opposite the direction its flukes are pointing. This 
should help you to pull the anchor free. 

ANCHOR WINDLASS WON’T TURN 

If the motor isn’t running, is the circuit breaker by the lower helm on?  If the motor is running, is the clutch 
tight?  Use the anchor windlass emergency handle stored in the cockpit cabinet just port of the companion 
way door.   Windlasses are equipped with a shear pin to protect them: if you sheared the pin, you will have 
to haul the anchor by hand using the emergency handle.  See the Muir Windlass manual for details; spare 
pins are in the spares kit. 

BATTERIES (HOUSE) KEEP RUNNING DOWN 

Have you run the engines or generator enough?  Is something left on (like the engine room or mast lights, 
too many electronics, etc.) that is too great a load for the time you were not charging?  Are you using the 
inverter for big jobs?   Use the generator or shore power.   Have you had the inverter on whenever plugged 
in to shore power or running the generator? - You must, for the house batteries to charge! 

ENGINE OVERHEATS 

Is the drive belt for the water pump intact?  Spare belts are in the engine room spares kit. Is the sea strainer 
clogged? See that section in these Owner’s Notes.  Is the impeller shot?  If sea strainer is clear and belt is 
good, this is likely. Change (spare in spares kit) or call a mechanic.  Do not run engine if it overheats! 

See Sea Strainer discussions page 5.3 

ENGINE WON’T START 

If starter does not turn, is transmission in neutral?  Try jiggling shift lever while turning the keys. Check 
battery, battery switches.  Start generator, charge all the batteries.  If starter turns, assume fuel problem: 
did you bump a fuel valve on the fuel tanks? Make sure all open, if one was closed, re-prime engine or call a 
mechanic if you can’t do this (see Caterpillar engine manual). 
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ENGINE STARTS THEN SLOWLY DIES 

If the engine starts, runs for a bit and then slowly loses RPM and dies the likely culprit is a fuel problem.   If 
this happens to both engines check the primary and secondary fuel filters located in the engine room 
forward bullhead just to port of the work bench. 

FOG DELAYS RETURN 

Call AYC by telephone or VHF and advise them to receive instructions. 

HEAD WON’T FLUSH 

Is breaker on?  Turn it on.  Have you over-filled the holding tank?  Pump it to allow more effluent to enter 
it.  See the “Heads” section of these Owner’s Notes.  If all else fails, just use the other head. 

HIT A FISH NET 

Immediately put the engines in neutral.  DO NOT try to back-off, you will just foul the net more.  Try pulling 

the boat back with the tender & outboard.  Get assistance from the fisherman.  You are responsible for 

damage you cause to a net! 

HIT A LOG OR ROCK 

See EMERGENCY PROCEDURES, next chapter. 

PROPELLER FOULED OR DAMAGED 

Have the prop checked by a diver or dive it yourself if able.  Check for vibration. Try turning shaft by hand in 
engine room, both should be turn-able with engine in neutral. Is shaft noisy, or does it load engine? Do not 
use that side or call assistance. See emergency procedures, next chapter.  There are no spare props 
onboard. 

WATER (FRESH) WON’T FLOW 

Is there water in the tank? Is fresh water Pump breaker on?  If you know how, check pressure switch on 
pump, run manually if necessary.   If the pump runs continuously and you still have no water pressure, it is 
because you have no water. 
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 

Protect your lives first! 

1. Put on life jackets 
2. Contact the Coast Guard with an emergency "MAYDAY" call. 
3. If adrift, prepare to anchor to keep the boat from drifting into danger. 
4. If the boat is really sinking, consider "beaching it" if necessary. 
5. Launch the tender and prepare to board if necessary.  Take a handheld VHF radio (located in the 

pilothouse). 
6. Be sure to wear life jackets! 

 

Then, worry about the boat! 
In a true emergency, you certainly are authorized to call for immediate commercial assistance as minimally 
required to assure the safety of you and the boat.   It is not an emergency if neither you nor the boat is at 
risk.  For all non-emergency assistance or mechanical repairs done by others AYC MUST give prior approval 
for you to be reimbursed! 
 

If you think it may not be an emergency: 
If you have any concern about your long-term safety, contact the Coast Guard on VHF Channel 16, either 
normally or using an urgent "PAN PAN" call.   Tell them that you are calling to advise them about your 
situation, so they can keep in touch. 
 
Be sure that the status and safety of the boat and crew is someone's responsibility while you sort out the 
boat's problem. For example, delegate your mate to keep a watch for hazards, or to operate the boat on 
course slowly while you deal with the difficulty. 
 
Here is a checklist for solving the problem: 

1. Isolate it; 
2. Get the manuals; 
3. Get parts; 
4. If necessary, call AYC for help. 

 
Over the years, most problems with charter boats are caused by misuse! Holding tanks overflow because 
they aren't checked; heads clog because foreign matter (especially facial tissues and tampons) are put in 
them; engines fail because they run out of fuel, they must be "purged" to re-start.   Use the boat carefully, 
and you'll avoid these problems. 
 
Almost all problems that are not operator-caused, i.e., that are boat deficiencies, are caused by pumps that 
fail, hoses and belts that break, and seawater strainers that get clogged.  Generally, these problems are 
annoyances, and usually they are inconvenient, but they still can happen.  Try to stay calm, collected, and 
be a professional by dealing with the problem in a businesslike, calm way.  It will make everyone's day a 
better one! 

Hitting a Log, Rock, or Debris ----- Please Don’t! 

Hitting a log is a real risk in our Northern waters because logging and "log rafts," are such a big part of our 
commerce. 
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If you hit a log did you put a hole in the boat?  Idle the engines then think.  Usually, you can tell just by 
where the noise of the hit came from.  After putting the engines into idle and/or neutral, check the bilges 
(don't forget the lazarette area, where the rudder posts are).    If you did "hole" the boat; if “yes” go 
immediately to the "If an Emergency" on the preceding pages. 
 
If no hole, and still idling, is the boat vibrating?  If "yes," put each engine into neutral in turn, identify and 
shut down the offender.  Then continue on one engine.  Call AYC after you reach the closest safe harbor.  If 
no vibration at idle, slowly accelerate one engine at a time.  Is there vibration on either?   If "yes," run at 
idle or on only the good engine, to reach a close, safe harbor.  Then contact AYC. 
 

NOTE:  With a twin-screw boat, the damaged running gear can’t be used after hitting an 

object. However, if while under way on one engine the other engine’s propeller shaft rotates 

by itself because of water passing over its propeller, then you must let the unused engine idle 

in neutral so that its transmission has lubrication, and the cutlass bearings on the damaged 

shaft are lubricated. This is still true whether the boat has dripless shaft seals or a standard 

shaft “log”.   When running on one engine with the other idling as required, be sure that the 

idling engine is pumping water through its exhaust pipe. 

 
If there is no vibration on either engine, you got lucky and probably did no damage to the running gear.   
Congratulations!  Our diver will check your vessel’s bottom upon your return, just as after every charter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

END 


